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Elijah Anderson is the Sterling Professor of
Sociology and of African American Studies
at Yale University, and one of the leading
urban ethnographers in the United States.
His publications include Code of the Street:
Decency, Violence, and the Moral Life of
the Inner City (1999), winner of the Komarovsky Award from the Eastern Sociological
Society; Streetwise: Race, Class, and
Change in an Urban Community (1990),
winner of the American Sociological Association’s Robert E. Park Award for the best
published book in the area of Urban Sociology; and the classic sociological work, A
Place on the Corner (1978; 2nd ed.,
2003). Anderson’s ethnographic work, The
Cosmopolitan Canopy: Race and Civility in
Everyday Life, was published by WW Norton in 2011. Additionally, Professor Anderson is the recipient of the 2017 Merit
Award from the Eastern Sociological Society and three prestigious awards from the
American Sociological Association, including the 2013 Cox-Johnson-Frazier Award,
the 2018 W.E.B. DuBois Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award, the 2021 winner of the Stockholm Prize in Criminology,
and the 2021 Robert and Helen Lynd
Award for Lifetime Achievement. For our
newsletter, Elijah Anderson has shared
part of his latest book, Black in White
Space. As noted in the excerpt, Black in
White Space is an extension of his previous work. These ethnographies are now

considered essential reading in community
and urban sociology. In addition to contextualizing this body of work, the excerpt
below also addresses his concern for the
fragility of American society as a whole.
—-

When Supreme Court Chief Justice Roger
B. Taney declared in the 1857 Dred
Scott decision that the framers of the
Constitution believed Black people “had
no rights which the white man was
bound to respect,” he ruled on the state
of American society at that time: Black
people, free or enslaved, held a place
inferior to that of White people, and all
White people were above all Black people. This ruling established and reinforced the societal prejudice that White
people were simply better than Black
people by virtue of being White (Painter
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Anderson, cont’d.
2010; Franklin
[1947] 2021).

Each generation of White
people became socially
invested in the lowly status
of Black people; they
understood their own
racial identity in terms of
whom they opposed, and
this positionality was
institutionalized, passed
on from one racist
generation to the next, and
manifested through the
enduring principle of
“White over Black.”

and

Higginbotham

After Emancipation, as Black people migrated to towns and cities in the North
and in the South, their stigmatized
“place” both followed and preceded
them. When Black people settled in their
new communities, their reception was
decidedly mixed; they were resisted and
tolerated, and as their numbers grew
relentlessly, the local White people
worked to contain them, at times violently, in what became the “Black section” of
town. These settings where Blacks were
relegated were the precursors of the
Black ghettos that have proliferated
throughout the nation since that time,
settings that symbolically reinforced
what slavery established: the lowly place
of Black people in the public mindset.
Now, in virtually every city in America,
there is a “Black side of town,” an area
where Black people are concentrated,
which is generally apart from White residential areas. But the ghetto is not solely
a matter of physical location; it is also a
symbol of the ghetto’s peculiar relationship with the wider White community. In
the past, the Black ghetto served as a
haven from racism, a place of refuge
where Black people could “feel at home”
among their own kind. These neighborhoods developed as segregated communities, replete with their own infrastructures and social organization. In time,
they would take on a more sinister definition and purpose— not just for Blacks but
for the wider society as well. Eventually,
the ghetto would serve as a place remi-

niscent of a reservation, where Black
people would reside.
Eventually, the White population developed and elaborated their own sense of
group position in contradistinction to the
“place” of Black people, symbolism manifested in the physical space of the
“Black ghetto.” Thus, in the minds of the
White majority, and for Black people as
well, the ghetto became a fixture of mental as well as physical space. Each generation of White people became socially
invested in the lowly status of Black people; they understood their own racial
identity in terms of whom they opposed,
and this positionality was institutionalized, passed on from one racist generation to the next, and manifested through
the enduring principle of “White over

Cont’d. page 3
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Anderson, cont’d.
Black.”
The urban ghettos of America continue to struggle with a
legacy of racial caste. Now buffeted by the winds of deindustrialization and a global economy that has left them
disenfranchised and socially excluded, these poor Black
communities are characterized by high rates of structural
poverty and joblessness. Incivility, crime, and violence
are all too common. For successful Blacks, who have
made their way into the upper reaches of the larger society, but who share the phenotype and skin color of those
left behind, contradictions and dilemmas of status
abound, as they are at times confused with Black people
of the ghetto, whom many White people, and especially
the police, are inclined to view and treat as outcasts.
Meanwhile, the wider culture approaches the ghetto with
both wonderment and fear. The ghetto has become an
icon representing both a style and a derelict lifestyle,
encouraging a new form of symbolic racism for which the
Black ghetto as an entity unto itself is becoming the primary referent that defines anonymous Black people for
the wider society. Thus, in the minds of many Americans,
the ghetto is where “the Black people live,” symbolizing
an impoverished, crime- prone, drug- infested, and violent area of the city. The history of racism in America,
along with the ascription of “ghetto” to anonymous
Blacks, has burdened Blacks with a negative presumption they must disprove before they can establish mutually trusting relationships with others.
In preparing this work, extending my own body of ethnographic research, I have tried to document the ways in
which the most desperate of the Philadelphia Black underclass cope with making a living, and how these coping
efforts and their social and cultural adjustments, in the
context of existing racial arrangements, define the Black
ghetto and the Black people who are presumed to reside
there. Also, I am particularly interested in the persistence
of racial prejudice and how it has become modified over

the last half century, changes that have occurred in
the group position of American Blacks and the positional arrangements of groups in American society
more generally.
Ethnography is defined as the systematic study of
culture, or what Clifford Geertz (2000) referred to as a
community’s shared understandings. The challenge
to the ethnographer is to engage in fieldwork among
a population by observing what people do and by listening to what they say to apprehend the “local
knowledge” that underlies their community’s shared
understandings. Ethnographers try to render or represent this knowledge in their writings. To some extent
that is what I’ve tried to accomplish in this book.
Hence, the following pages will document ethnographically the circumstances in which Black people
make their claims on American society, show the reality behind the powerful stereotype of the iconic ghetto, and describe the ways Black people struggle to
address the resulting stigma that follows them
throughout their lives, and especially as they navigate
what they perceive as “White space.”
Reprinted with permission from Black in White Space:
The Enduring Impact of Color in Everyday Life by
Elijah Anderson. Published by the University of Chicago Press. © 2021. All rights reserved.
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Chair’s Message
Dear Colleagues,

if interested!

Looking ahead, ASA will offer a time to gather for many of
us. I am excited to see the lineup of section panels,
roundtables, and award recipients, and I am also eager
to catch up with members at our business meeting and
reception. For those who could not submit a paper this
year, there are other ways to participate, including as
moderators and discussants. Please stay connected with
us!

Last, I have mentioned that we will offer travel fund
for graduate students. Student members with up-todate CUSS memberships are eligible for a small travel
grant. CUSS will award up to five awards of $300
each for students presenting (in any ASA session, not
just CUSS panels). To apply, complete this form by 5
PM on Monday April 4. We will notify students of the
results by the end of April Here is the link: https://
forms.gle/5hbgNjj7DcusMP9AA

I would like to use some space to thank our new newsletter team: Albert Fu, Kyle Galindez, Andrew Messamore,
Alexus Moore, Lora Phillips, Steven Schmidt, Thalia Tom,
and Benny Witkovsky. They are looking for contributors
from members who conduct research on LA/Southern
California for a regional spotlight, so please contact them

Thank you, and we look forward to seeing you in Los
Angeles!
Warmly,
Rachael Woldoff

Message from the Communications Team
This issue of the CUSS Newsletter includes work from
several new team members. The newsletter and website
is made possible by the section’s membership — not only
volunteers, but the great work we all do as scholars,
teachers, activists, and community members. As such,
we decided to focus on our inaugural Publicly Engaged
Scholarship Award winners—Stefanie Deluca and George
Greenidge. In addition to those interviews, we have an
except from 2021 Lynd Winner, Elijah Anderson’s, new
book.
As always, newsletter articles are posted on Comurb.org,
in addition to being distributed via the listserve. The
team also shares links to material via Twitter
(@ComUrbASA), and Facebook (CUSS). We are always
looking for essays or op-ed pieces that promote community and urban sociology. Pieces can cover new research,
teaching and pedagogy, or community activism. Please
contact any of us if you are interested.

•

Albert Fu (afu@kutztown.edu)

•

Kyle Galindez (kgalinde@ucsc.edu)

•

Andrew Messamore
(andrew.messamore@utexas.edu)

•

Alexus Moore (amoore137@student.gsu.edu)

•

Lora Phillips (lora.phillips@asu.edu)

•

Steven Schmidt (seschmid@uci.edu)

•

Thalia Tom (thaliato@usc.edu)

•

Benny Witkovsky (bwitkovsky@wisc.edu)

You can find CUSS on the web via:
Our Website: https://www.comurb.org
Twitter: @ComUrbASA
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Interview w/ 2021 Publicly Engaged Scholar Award Winner George
Greenidge, Jr.
George (Chip) Greenidge, Jr., a Ph.D. Candidate at Georgia State University, was the winner of the 2021 Publicly
Engaged Scholar Award. George is a scholar-activist
whose commitments span non-profit work, government
service, philanthropy, and education. Recently, he was
President of the Boston Empowerment Zone, a federally
funded HUD initiative aimed at economic investment in
U.S. urban neighborhoods, and the Founder and Executive Director of the National Black College Alliance, Inc., a
nonprofit focused on providing alumni mentors to college
and high school students. Currently, George is also the
Founder and Director of the Greatest MINDS, an organization which aims to promote public discourse, citizenship and inclusive democracy. He is also a Visiting Democracy Fellow at the Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation at Harvard Kennedy School. Benny
Witkovsky and Andrew Messamore reached out to
George to discuss his career. Thanks to George for
agreeing to participate in our interview!
This abridged interview has been edited for clarity.

Tell us about the community-based work you did before
starting graduate school?
A lot of my original community-based work started in my
mid-twenties. I was extremely focused on getting people—particularly young people of color--involved in local
politics, from thinking about running for office and particularly voting, also creating a new generation of civic leaders and getting my peer group to get active. In late 1999,
we brought together over 250 Black Bostonians to talk
about the leadership divide that was happening in the
Black community. It was hugely successful, and it got the
eye of the Mayor of Boston Thomas. M. Menino. At this
meeting, we're all 20 somethings and we were just beating the crap out of him about quality of life for Black Bos-

tonians. He had a really good relationship with the older
black community, but not with the younger black community. And we let him know it. [The story] was in the Boston
Globe for three days. And, boy—did he hate the paper
highlighting the city's Achilles’ heel about race. He was
like, “Someone get those young whippersnappers and
get them over to me. I'm getting dragged into the paper get them to meet me in city hall”. We met him the next
week. So that is one example of how I learned
to be a convener and organizer.
Another example was a convening I organized in 2011
called the "25 Years After Crack Forum".
This retrospective forum highlighted the effects that
crack cocaine epidemic has had on Boston's Black community in the 1990s. In this forum, I brought together
community members that were affected by crack, people
that were hurt or affected, and helped them to use their
voice for policy change. That’s the power of convening
and - bringing voices to the forefront to the discussion. We brought together federal prosecutors, drug
dealers, nurses, public health officials, and children (who
are now adults) from crack addicted families as a day of
reckoning and healing. People talk about how this public
sociology lens is a way to bring people in and talk about
problems and how things could be. For some of us, you
know, "armchair sociology" is not the way to go. We need
to bring these discussions more into public space, reviewing the data and information, and also do something
with and share the data. So that's what I think I’m going
to carve my career in doing. Really taking all these different policy reports and white papers and letting the community wrestle with the information, and understand
it, and to demand change. Interestingly enough, looking
at today's opioid epidemic in urban cities, it is quite different the reaction when it is people from a different racial background where it has been deemed as a public
health crisis compared to the criminalization "lock ‘em all

Cont’d. page 7
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Interview w/ 2021 Publicly Engaged Scholar Award Winner Stefanie
DeLuca
Stefanie A. DeLuca, James Coleman Professor of Sociology and Social Policy at Johns Hopkins University, is one of
2021’s Publicly Engaged Scholar awardees. Over the
course of her career, Stefanie has worked closely with
local, state, and federal policymakers to enact meaningful change in the domains of housing accessibility and
racial desegregation. Her dedication to publicly-engaged
research is reflected in her service to several HUD federal housing commissions, in addition to local community
and non-profit agencies. More broadly, Stefanie’s scholarship has positively impacted countless households by
shaping federal legislation on housing vouchers as well
as local housing mobility programs across the country.
Thalia Tom reached out to her to discuss her research,
and we’re including her responses below. Thanks to
Stefanie for participating in our interview series!
What inspired you to engage in public-facing research?
I’m from the South Side of Chicago, and back home,
work that has no ground-level relevance or truth just
doesn’t make sense to spend your time doing. I suppose
I never found the reward of publishing solely for academic audiences to be satisfying or “enough” for me—I like
being out and about in the world. What we do is (and
should be!) hard. How do you wake up in the morning
and work this hard without a bigger purpose? I also find
that by studying policy interventions, working with practitioners, and engaging with many different non-academic
audiences I can learn more about which societal questions need scientific answers, and which scientific questions are actually worth asking.
I feel strongly that one of the best ways to advocate for
vulnerable people is through rigorous science, and the
extra effort it takes to get that work into the hands of
people who make policy, and those who have the power
to make other consequential decisions about resources
and narratives. We must also share what we have

learned with the public in transparent and compelling
ways. In particular, for me, I must say that I was lucky
enough to start my academic career by working with
James Rosenbaum and Greg Duncan at Northwestern
on the long-term results of the Chicago Gautreaux fair
housing case, which provided a chance for more than
7,000 Black families in Chicago to move to less racially isolated communities with higher-performing
schools. It became clear to me how legal advocacy
and social science could result in real impacts for
families.
What has been the most exciting/surprising moment
in your career so far?
Whew this is tough—there have been many!! I would
say it’s a tie between leading my first team in the field
to collect data on residential instability and housing in
Alabama, and meeting with Secretary Ben Carson.
I had my very first experience collecting qualitative
data with Kathryn Edin, Susan Clampet-Lundquist and
others back in 2003-2004, when we were examining
the puzzling results of the MTO interim impacts results. I was new to Baltimore and simultaneously fell
in love with my new city, and was forever changed as
a scholar, when our study participants invited me into
their homes to share their stories. By 2009, supported by a William T. Grant Faculty Scholars Award, I was
leading my own team as we extended some of the
lessons we learned in MTO and more with a sample
of families in a region of the country where researchers rarely go. I learned a tremendous amount about
fieldwork, mentoring and teamwork.
On the second: In 2019, Secretary Carson asked me
meet with him and his senior advisers to discuss my
research. In the meeting, he asked for guidance on
some key policy directions. It was an unexpected
Cont’d. page 12
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Greenidge, cont’d.
up strategy" seen during the President Reagan through
President Clinton years' War on Drugs program and policies.
How did that work help inform your academic research?
I always found community organizing fascinating, especially on how groups and organizations are formed from
political stances, to school improvement, to hobbies, to
poetry, to the arts. And I thought that was very important:
how people organize to start things--community organizations, community groups. So watching this with a sociological lens of how people initially formed as a collective
and how they develop strategies and work together to
achieve objectives and their mission. I learned the power of convening as a way to bring people together and to
hear different insights of how people think about things it is great feedback and qualitative data for me to use
when traditional quantitative methods can't answer
the problem.
My mom laughs and tells me that ever since I was in
grammar school “I was the kind of student that would
show up and make yourself known and push and
push.” These days, I have also been very experimental in
my approaches to how to get information out to people. I
am learning to merge old school ways, i.e., phone calling,
passing out flyers, to what we have now by working
online utilizing social media channels. These college
students of today have dragged me along to teach me
new tricks. You know I’m an old school organizer, so now
I’m learning the new ways of TikTok and Instagram as an
engagement strategy and that Facebook is for
old people. It's like if you don't put it on Instagram, young
people ain't showing up. So these are all new tools and
technology and I’m learning them - I’m having a
good time learning them as well.

So what does being a convener mean? How does that

contrast with other kinds of public sociology?
Right after graduate school, when I got my masters, I
worked at a community foundation and our role was
to give out millions of discretionary dollars to Boston
nonprofit programs. I was 26 at the time, bringing
together nonprofit groups, community organizations,
and so forth. I learned the power of convening as a
way to bring people together. I listened to the different insights of how people thought about things, not
just the traditional academic, or corporate executive,
or government department head, and all that, but
other unheard voices. It was the magic of the power
of the community organizer being at the table, the
power of bringing the mothers against gun violence,
community advocates, and immigrant organizing
groups out there. I have heard so many people share
their own individual, powerful stories. I learned how
advocacy has a profound impact, and how nonprofits
and community groups have a voice, and how people
organize to start things. I thought that was always
fascinating: that kind of sociological lens of how people merge together or work together to achieve their
mission statement. I always found fascinating what
role that the civic and community and neighborhood
organizations play – they are crucial and central
to building an inclusive democracy.

Who have been important mentors or examples for
public sociology for you?

To me growing up in Cambridge, MA, I have always
had colleges and universities at my doorstep. I was
able to participate in community events, summer academic mentoring programs and even play sports and
participate in campus lectures . One thing I had were
incredible mentors like Bob Moses from SNCC/The
Algebra Project and then Charles Ogletree from HarCont’d. page 8
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Greenidge, cont’d.
vard Law School. They were huge mentors to me. Lani
Guinier from Harvard Law School as well, who recently
passed away last month, you know, she was fantastic.
She was always inviting me to different events that she
was doing and so forth. So, I've gotten some really good
mentors and I hope that I can pass that along to the
young people that I’ve worked with at Black Colleges and
at Georgia State and the Greater Boston area. The connections that I think the Black intellectual, or all intellectuals, need to have with their students is to make sure
they're readily available and to help them think critically
about the world in "real life events." We need to re-invent
the word "office hours" to include many new things, such
as bringing students to conferences and community
talks, hosting functions at coffee shops and minorityowned restaurants, or volunteering to do neighborhood
cleanups. Bring them to things - don't just say come to
my office hours. Let them see the world, let them
network, let them think critically about how they would
occupy the world. Last year and this year, I was involved
with college students in Boston and Atlanta with local,
state, and national elections and organizing voter
registration drives. It is also important that we carry on
the public work of Guinier, Moses, and Ogletree, and the
work of voting rights and equal rights.

What do you think about this work in today’s era of
attacks on Critical Race Theory and more politically
engaged scholarship?

Well actually..... It is quite funny - I've been teaching Critical Race Theory in all my classes, I just don't think I’ve
said that’s what it is. That's the way that my elders have
taught me. At the same time, I think about when I was a
grammar school student and in civics in second grade,
they made us learn about the 40 presidents of the United States from George Washington to President Ford.
And I saw their faces and pictures and said, why? That
means I can't be president as a Black Person - I saw only

white men? Why can't I be President? Just answering
that question is the meaning of critical race theory as
I posed it to my group of 2nd grade classmates, my
siblings, my teachers, my parents, and grandparents.
I asked the question: why is there someone that looks
like me not on that list? I also asked why there were
no women. Those are the questions I was seeking
answers to. Another example: I had to go ask my
mom when I was young, “Why can’t I go to a certain
parade in Boston?” It was the St. Patrick’s Day Parade in 1977. My white friends are going with their
parents, so why can't I go with them? I think in our
Black communities. We've always taught Critical Race
Theory, but usually it's done at the family kitchen table or family front porch as "the talk". This discussion
has always been done in community organizations
and churches, and it's also done at work. If they don't
like when we teach Critical Race Theory, let’s do what
we can do to work with semantics. Like some universities after the George Floyd and Breonna Taylor murders by police officers, some universities are trying to
limit student organizing and student speech by limiting student fees, by doing away with “student meetings.” Our students need to get creative, and students
say fine - just do “seminars” and “workshops” and
"teach-ins." So, semantics. They want to play the word
game - semantics - let's go ahead and do it. So, I encourage students to change the words. And continue
with your agenda as one of those strategies.
How do you keep up the energy for this work given all
of these challenges?
You know, I think about my great grandfather, George
R. Margetson (b.1887- d.1952), a poet, and my great
uncle, George C. Greenidge (b.1916 - d. 1997), who
worked for the Pullman Company. When they were

Cont’d. page 9
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Greenidge, cont’d.
constantly told "no" because of their skin color, they continued to represent Black excellence and still achieved. I
admire them - by thinking of them in the 1920's and the
1950's helps keep my energy up. In 1915, I also think
about my great grandfather George Reginald Margetson who was a published poet in the early 1900s, and
his work not given just due because many book editing
companies believed that negroes do not write poetry. He
wrote over 7 books of poetry – they are actually all available on Amazon, and he was featured in Kevin Young's
recent 2020 book African American Poetry: 250 Years of
Struggle & Song. I also think about my great uncle,
George C. Greenidge, my grandfather's brother and also
my namesake from Roxbury, MA. He changed this country as a Pullman Porter in 1952 by filing a discrimination
complaint against Pullman Company to make sure that
Black people can be conductors on trains. But they
blocked them—or tried to—by saying, "oh well, you're
Black, you can't be a conductor." And he said, “Oh really,
I can do a job faster than three of those other people!”
He stood up! These men in my family remind me that this
work is hard, however, we must carry on the legacy of
pushing for racial and social justice. So I think about my
relatives being exhausted every day. I think about how
many times the racism and the white establishment told
them no and they woke up and continued the daily battle
on the race problem in the United States, and still is carried on to this day. And the work that I carry on is their
legacy. I really hope my work in the community and academia reflects all the struggles and challenges my ancestors fought for.
How would you like to see Community and Urban Sociology—or Sociology in general—evolve to do better community-engaged research?
The idea of convening as activist sociology or community
engaged research—it's something that needs to be in all
sociology, in all sociologists’ utility belt. It’s something we
all should start to utilize to be better sociologists and

connect our work and get more respect in the field.
But it’s not just going to the community when we have
a special project. No, we don’t want it to be, “Oh geez,
here are those university students and professors
again, they're going to come and ask all these questions.” We have to be an integral part of the community. To go during the times where you just want to sit
and listen. Come to the community meeting and don't
be the person that comes with all the answers, be the
person that comes as a participant. Be a servant and
a participant - Pass out and serve hotdogs and hamburgers at the festival, you know, do all those basic
community-building things, and I think that's where
we will get better data collection, I think that will build
better trust and we will be better scholars by doing so.
Sweep up the floor, put up the chairs, do all those
kinds of things. Listen - Because, you know what,
there are some barbers and some hairdressers that
are better interviewers than all of us out here. They
talked to people in the chair every day and they got
better data and information out of people. So we can
learn from them as well. It's not, And it can’t be just,
“They got those $20 gift cards - let's talk”. Nope.
We’ve got to be more in sociology, and I think especially Community and Urban Sociology. Our presence
should be a public and warmer presence. To understand our work in community sociology, I paraphrase
my Sister President Johnnetta B. Cole, President
Emeritus of Spelman College and Bennett College :
"We should not give until it hurts, we should give until
it heals." That is where we see our work and research
is doing the most good for the community.

You can email George (Chip) Greenidge, Jr.
at george.greenidge@gmail.com. You can also reach
him
at
www.georgegreenidge.com
or
at www.gminds.org .
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Annual Meeting 2022 Sessions

Unlearning Core Concepts in Urban/Community
Sociology
This session explores how growing scholarly attention
to decolonizing sociology calls for new perspectives
that question, challenge, and unsettle foundational
concepts, frameworks, and debates within Urban and
Community Sociology. We invite submissions that
draw on various socio-spatial contexts from diverse
geographic locations to offer a critical and reflexive
exploration of the field’s epistemic and methodological
limitations and suggest new approaches for investigating a range of topics, including (but not limited to) the
city/suburb/rural divide, community, urbanism, segregation, local community membership, gentrification
and renewal, insecurity (housing, food), displacement
and dispossession, and local activism. We especially
encourage submissions that focus on contexts outside
the Global North, that deploy intersectional and antiracist approaches, and those that center on the agency of marginalized populations.
Co-Organizers:
Zachary Levenson, University of North Carolina,
Greensboro (zachary.levenson@uncg.edu)
Demar Lewis, Yale University (demar.lewis@yale.edu)

Migrations: Forced, Temporary, and Voluntary
This panel investigates the various approaches to
studying migration in the twenty-first century. We invite submissions that consider the impact of such
factors as the pandemic, environmental disasters,
violence, and the ongoing housing crisis in cities on
the voluntary, forced, or temporary geographical
movement of populations. Topics might include, but
are not limited to, the ecosystems of immigration,
forms of out-migration driven by COVID-19 to lower
density areas, Black, Latinx, and other communities
of color out-migration from the central cities to lowerincome suburbs or rural areas, and political refugees. Papers may also consider the implications of
out-migration from cities, how patterns of migration
force a reimagining of spaces and places, and the
placemaking strategies of migrant communities arising out of these patterns. We especially encourage
submissions that focus on contexts outside the Global North, that deploy intersectional and antiracist approaches, and those that center on the agency of
marginalized populations.
Co-Organizers:
Teresa Irene Gonzales, University of MassachusettsLowell (teresa_gonzales@uml.edu)
Cheryl Llewellyn, University of Massachusetts Lowell
(cheryl.llewellyn@gmail.com)
Cont’d. page 11
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ASA Sessions, cont’d.
Homelessness, Unsheltered Populations, and Housing
Precarity
This panel explores the various ecosystems of homelessness and housing insecurity. We invite submissions that
consider how the pandemic and the ongoing housing
crisis have expanded or complicated our understanding
of homelessness and those who fit that category. Topics
include, but are not limited to, (re)conceptualizing homelessness, unsheltered populations, and housing precarity, community, government, and media responses to
homelessness and housing insecurity, policies around
containment and displacement, criminalization and policing of homeless and housing insecure populations, and
people’s efforts to mobilize on their own behalf. We especially encourage submissions that focus on contexts outside central cities and the Global North, that deploy intersectional and antiracist approaches, and those that center on the agency of marginalized populations.
Co-Organizers:
Christine Jang-Trettien, Princeton Unviersity
(cjj3@princeton.edu)
Kesha S. Moore, Thurgood Marshall Institute
(kmoore@naacpldf.org)
Urban Futures: Cities after COVID-19
This panel engages how the COVID-19 pandemic impacts
the future of cities. We invite submissions that consider
how the pandemic reshapes community and urban citizenship, population density and distribution, transportation and infrastructure, work, technology, urban cultures,
leisure and urban nightlife, spatial justice, and urban
movements. We also welcome submissions that highlight how the pandemic exposes new urban problems
and inequalities confronting our cities. We especially
encourage submissions that focus on contexts outside
central cities and the Global North, that deploy intersectional and antiracist approaches, and those that center
on the agency of marginalized populations.

Co-Organizers:
Krista E. Paulsen, Boise State University
(kristapaulsen@boisestate.edu)
Youbin Kang, University of Wisconsin-Madison
(ykang62@wisc.edu)
Queer Placemaking Beyond the Gayborhood
This panel explores strategies of placemaking and
community by LGBTQ+ populations beyond the metronormative and post-gay subcultures and representations within iconic gay neighborhoods. We invite submissions that center the spatial expressions and experiences of LGBTQ+ people across various geographic contexts, including, but not limited to, suburbs, rural areas, “ordinary cities,” online and virtual
spaces, and geographies hostile to LGBTQ+
rights. We also welcome submissions that explore
how marginalized LGBTQ+ communities might refashion and reimagine spaces and places within iconic
gay neighborhoods. We especially encourage submissions that focus on contexts outside central cities and
the Global North, that deploy intersectional and antiracist approaches, and those that center on the agency of marginalized populations.
Co-Organizers:
Greggor Mattson, Oberlin College
(gmattson@oberlin.edu)
Mahesh Somashekhar, University of Illinois-Chicago
(msoma@uic.edu)
CUSS Refereed Roundtables
Co-Organizers:
Paige Ambord, University of Notre Dame
(paige.ambord@gmail.com)
Grigoris Argeros, Eastern Michigan
(gargeros@emich.edu)
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opportunity to translate work in a bipartisan way, and
communicate not just whether certain policies
are effective, but whether they were also efficient and
politically feasible.
What impact do you hope that your scholarship will
have?
In the past few years, three pieces of federal legislation
have been informed by my work with my team, which is
wonderful. In particular, we’ve seen bipartisan legislation passed by Congress to scale-up the some of the
work we did with the Seattle and King County Housing
Authorities, which is collaborative work I’m doing with Raj
Chetty, Nathan Hendren, Larry Katz, Peter Bergman,
Christopher Palmer and others at Opportunity Insights.
The funding from that legislation is allowing public housing authorities across the country to increase residential
choices for families and support their moves into highopportunity areas through the HUD Mobility and Community Choice Program. HUD launched this initiative in
2020, and now thirteen different public housing agencies in nine metropolitan areas can improve their subsidized housing programs, while participating in rigorous
evaluation research. I am now working with Abt Associates and the Urban Institute on this incredible endeavor.
I could never have imagined something like this ten
years ago! So in these ways, I’m really happy with the
impact of our scholarship.
But I also hope that my work can help on the individual,
everyday level—to motivate people to think more carefully, more empathetically, and in a more informed way
about others who live different, less advantaged lives
than they do. These big small things are part of the hope.
For example, a few years ago I received a letter from a
local physician who had recently read our book. He wrote
to me: “I literally wept…the beauty of the human spirit,
which requires just a little opportunity and encouragement to flourish, is an underlying theme in your writing…

I’ve started asking young people in my practice, ‘what
are you passionate about? What are you doing to pursue that passion? Who helps you and supports you?’
Your writings inspired me to do more to strengthen
and encourage them. I hope you’ll be happy with a
clinical application of your academic concept.” I think
about this letter all the time. These kinds of connections and the idea that one single person has reconsidered his efforts just a bit? This is how change can
really happen.
Do you have any advice for sociologists who want to
become more publicly engaged?
When I was a first year doctoral student, I remember
asking one of my mentors, Greg Duncan, how to
make a difference through our work—after all, he had
done so much to affect policy and practice and still
does! He basically said, “Do good research.” I remember being a bit unsatisfied by the answer, but like with
most things, Greg was right. The arc of policy and
public opinion is long and there are unexpected windows that open, most of which you will never have
any control over at all. So your best bet is to do your
best science, and when the windows open, you’re
ready. I would also add that you need to be prepared
to do the extra work to take your research to the next
level—in the academy today the work of the ‘public
sociologist’ is gaining traction, but is rarely rewarded
without the academic products and service to back it
up. I recommend having explicit discussions with department chairs, deans and others at your university
to make the case for the space, time, and recognition
to do this important work, so you can also balance it
with the other myriad demands on our time. It can’t
hurt to ask, and increasingly, university administrators are being forced to ask themselves what the
academy can do for the public good.
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I would also recommend cultivating relationships with
reporters who write in your area, who are careful, and
whose science writing you respect—some may even welcome receiving a new paper of interest from you. Getting
to know your university press office is helpful too. While
not the easiest thing to do, writing a book alongside your
articles can really help extend your public range because
books can reach more people and have a life outside of
the academy (and no firewall!)—this invites opportunities
to engage with community associations, philanthropic
organizations, educators, policy staff, churches, and
practitioners’ interest groups.

TRAILS is the ASA’s searchable database of peerreviewed teaching resources. TRAILS is a member
benefit that all ASA members can access
CUSS section members can find syllabi, exercises,
PowerPoints, and other teaching materials for developing and updating their courses.
In addition, section members can submit their materials for publication in TRAILS.
For more information: https://trails.asanet.org/

New Publications (Fall 2021—Winter 2022)
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•
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Agbai, Chinyere O. 2021. “Shifting Neighborhoods,
Shifting Health: A Longitudinal Analysis of Gentrification and Health in Los Angeles County.” Social Science Research 102603. doi: 10.1016/
j.ssresearch.2021.102603.
Alicea, Julio Angel. 2021. “Teaching in the Hood,
About the Hood: A Case Study of Teachers in South
Central Los Angeles.” Urban Education 57(3): 463493. https://
doi.org/10.1177/0042085921995235
Anderson, Kathryn Freeman and Joseph Galaskiewicz. 2021. “Racial/Ethnic Residential Segregation
and Urban Spatial Networks in the United States.”
Pp. 313-330 in Handbook of Cities and Networks,
edited by Celine Rozenblat and Zachary Neal. Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd.

•

•

•

Anderson, Kathryn Freeman and Joseph Galaskiewicz. 2021. “Racial/Ethnic Residential Segregation, Socioeconomic Inequality, and Job Accessibility by Public Transportation Networks in the
United States.” Spatial Demography 9(3): 341373. doi.org/10.1007/s40980-021-00093-8
Anderson, Kathryn Freeman, Angelica Lopez, and
Dylan Simburger. 2021. “Racial/Ethnic Residential Segregation and SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus Infection Rates: A Spatial Analysis of U.S. Cities.” Sociological Perspectives 64(5):804-830.
Annavarapu, Sneha and Zachary Levenson.
2021. “The Social Life of the State: Relational
Ethnography and Political Sociology.” Qualitative
Sociology 44(3):337–48.
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Bockman, Johanna. 2021. “The Aesthetics of Gentrification: Modern Art, Settler Colonialism, and AntiColonialism in Washington, DC.” International Journal of Urban and Regional Research 45(5): 759777. https://doi.org/10.1111/14682427.13046&nbsp;
Bradlow, Benjamin H. 2021. “Embeddedness and
Cohesion: Regimes of Urban Public Goods Distribution.” Theory and Society 51:117-144. https://
doi.org/10.1007/s11186-021-09456-y
Brocato, Billy R. 2021. “Texas Wildfire Survivors’ Narratives and the Meaning of Everyday Objects.” Ethnography. Online First. https://
journals.sagepub.com/doi/
full/10.1177/14661381211038304
Balzarini, John, and Melody Boyd. 2021. “Working
with Them: Small-Scale Landlord Strategies for
Avoiding Evictions.” Housing Policy Debate 31(3-5):
425-445. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/
full/10.1080/10511482.2020.1800779
Bradlow, Benjamin H. 2021. “Weapons of the
Strong: Elite Resistance and the Neo-Apartheid
City.” City & Community 20(3): 191-211. https://
doi.org/10.1177%2F1535684121994522
Chica, Christina Marie. 2021. “Toward a Sociology of
Global Comparative Placemaking.” Sociology Compass 15(8): e12911. https://doi.org/10.1111/
soc4.12911.
Cornelissen, Sharon. 2021. “Remember, This is
Brightmoor: Historical Violence, Neighborhood Experiences, and the Hysteresis of Street Life.” Urban
Affairs Review. Online First.
doi:10.1177/10780874211016925
DiRago, Nicholas V., Meiying Li, Thalia Tom, Will
Schupmann, Yvonne Carrillo, Colleen M. Carey, and
S. Michael Gaddis. 2022. “COVID-19 Vaccine
Rollouts and the Reproduction of Urban Spatial Inequality: Disparities Within Large US Cities in March
and April 2021 by Racial/Ethnic and Socioeconomic
Composition.” Journal of Urban Health. https://

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

doi.org/10.1007/s11524-021-00589-0
Friedman, Samantha and Jin-Wook Lee. 2021.
“COVID-19 Mortality in New York City across
Neighborhoods by Race, Ethnicity, and Nativity
Status.” Geographical Review 111(4): 571-591.
DOI: 10.1080/00167428.2021.1951118
Friedman, Samantha, Colleen E. Wynn, and Huishien Tsao. 2021. “Racial and Ethnic Residential
Segregation by Family Structure and the Presence
of Children in Metropolitan America.” Race and
Social Problems. http://link.springer.com/
article/10.1007/s12552-021-09342-3.&nbsp;
Fu, Albert. S. 2021. “Can Buildings be Racist? A
Critical Sociology of Architecture and the Built
Environment.” Sociological Inquiry. Online
First. https://doi.org/10.1111/soin.12478
Galaskiewicz, Joseph, Kathryn Freeman Anderson, and Kendra Thompson-Dyck. 2021. “Minority
-White Income Inequality across Metropolitan Areas: The Role of Racial/Ethnic Residential Segregation and Transportation Networks.” Journal of
Urban Affairs 43(1): 16-39.
doi:10.1080/07352166.2019.1660581
Guterbock, Thomas M. 2021. “The Beginning and
the End of Urban Population Deconcentration in
the United States: New Insights from Application
of the Density Distribution Index.” Cities (118):103349. https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.cities.2021.103349
Haney, Timothy J. 2021. “Development, Responsibility, and the Creation of Urban Hazard
Risk.” City & Community. https://
journals.sagepub.com/doi/
full/10.1177/15356841211046265
Haupert, Tyler. 2022. “New Technology, Old Patterns: Fintech Lending, Metropolitan Segregation,
And Subprime Credit.” Race and Social Problems.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s12552-021-09353-0
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Haupert, Tyler. 2021. “Do Housing And Neighborhood Characteristics Impact An Individual’s Risk Of
Homelessness? Evidence From New York
City.” Housing Studies. https://
doi.org/10.1080/02673037.2021.1982874
Herbert, Claire and Jay Orne. 2021. “No Lawless
Place: Foregrounding Property in Sociology.” Socius 7:1–12. https://journals.sagepub.com/
doi/full/10.1177/23780231211045448
Hikido, Annie. 2021. “The Race, Class and Gender of
Websites: Marketing and Mythologising Urban Africa
Online.” Pp. 205-219 in The Power of New Urban
Tourism, edited by Claudia Ba, Sybille Frank, Claus
Müller, Anna Laura Raschke, Kristin Wellner, Annika
Zecher. New York: Routledge. https://
www.taylorfrancis.com/chapters/
edit/10.4324/9781003093923-17/race-classgender-websites-annie-hikido
Holt, William G. 2022. “Shaking Off the Rust in the
American South: Deindustrialization, Abandonment,
and Revitalization in Bessemer, Alabama,”
in Vulnerable Communities: Research, Policy, and
Practice in Small Cities, edited by J. Connolly, D.
Faulk, and E. Wornell. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press.
Hughes, Cayce. 2021. “A House but Not a Home:
How Surveillance in Subsidized Housing Exacerbates
Poverty and Reinforces Marginalization.” Social Forces 100(1): 293-315. https://academic.oup.com/sf/
article-abstract/100/1/293/6017446
Krase, Jerome. 2021. Book review of The Street Photography of Garry Winogrand by Geoff Dyer, University of Texas Press, 2020. Visual Studies 36 (4-5): 581
-583. DOI: 10.1080/1472586X.2021.1951622
Krase, Jerome. 2021. Book review of America’s Last
Little Italy: The Hill, by Joseph Puleo. Italian American
Review, 12.
Krase, Jerome. 2021. Book review of Sense of Origins: A Study of New York’s Young Italian Americans,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

by Rosemary Serra (Translated by Scott R.
Kapuscinki), State University of Albany Press,
2020. Urbanities. 11 (1): 97-100.
Krase, Jerome. 2021. Book review of Mundunur: A
Mountain Village Under the Spell of South Italy, by
Michele Antonio Di Marco, Via Media Publishing,
2020, and On Being Great Again, A Surgeon, A
Soldier, A Family Man, Jack J. Caleca, MD, by Diane Campbell Green, Covenant Books, 2019. VIA:
Voices in Italian Americana 32 (1): 152-58.
Krase, Jerome. 2021. “Seeing Sub- and Other Cultures,” Collected Papers Sketch a Subculture, European Ukrainian Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
March 2021: https://subculture.euasu.org/seeingsub-and-other-kinds-of-cultures-by-jerome-krase/
Krase, Jerome. 2021.“The Business of Commodifying Consumers,” Real Life and Real Economics,
European Ukrainian Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine.
Krase, Jerome and Timothy Shortell. 2021.
“Storymaking and Photography: The Visual Essay
and Migration,” Pp. 141-159 in Visual Methods in
Migration Studies, edited by Karolina NikielskaSekula and Amandine Desille. Springer IMSCOE.
Lara-García, Francisco. 2022. “Components of
Context: Respecifying the Role of Context in Migration Research.” International Migration Review. doi:10.1177/01979183211061506
Levy, Brian L. 2022. “Wealth, Race, and Place:
How Neighborhood (Dis)advantage From Emerging
to Middle Adulthood Affects Wealth Inequality and
the Racial Wealth Gap.” Demography 59(1): 293–
320. https://doi.org/10.1215/007033709710284
Levenson, Zachary. 2021. “South African Evictions
Today.” Contexts 20(1):26-31. https://
static1.squarespace.com/
static/55b7e78ae4b044095cee137e/
t/604914c31635cf07e445911c/16154021907
61/1536504221997865.pdf
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Levenson, Zachary. 2021. “Becoming a Population:
Seeing the State, Being Seen by the State, and the
Politics of Eviction in Cape Town.” Qualitative Sociology 44(3):367–84. https://
static1.squarespace.com/
static/55b7e78ae4b044095cee137e/
t/60330806edafab5cc39df99c/1613957127471/
Becoming_a_Population_Seeing_the_State_B+%
281%29.pdf
Levenson, Zachary. 2021. “Post-Apartheid Housing
Delivery as a (Failed) Project of Remediation.” Pp.
189–206 in Land Issues for Urban Governance in
Sub-Saharan Africa, edited by Robert Home. New
York: Springer. https://static1.squarespace.com/
static/55b7e78ae4b044095cee137e/
t/5fac2e86a9541327a70302ae/1605119625344
/Levenson+2021.pdf
Loughran, Kevin and James R. Elliott. 2021.
“Unequal Retreats: How Racial Segregation Shapes
Climate Adaptation.” Housing Policy Debate 32
(1):171-189. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/
full/10.1080/10511482.2021.1931928
Lowe, Maria R., Madeline Carrola, Dakota Cortez,
and Mary Jalufka. 2021. “’I Live Here’: How Residents of Color Experience Racialized Surveillance
and Diversity Ideology in a Liberal Predominantly
White Neighborhood.” Social Currents.
23294965211052545. OnlineFirst. https://
journals.sagepub.com/doi/
abs/10.1177/23294965211052545
Méndez, Michael. 2022. “Behind the Bougainvillea
Curtain: Wildfires and Inequality.” Issues in Science
and Technology 38(2): 84–90. https://issues.org/wp
-content/uploads/2021/12/84-90-Me%CC%81ndezWildfires-and-Inequality-Winter-2022.pdf
Okechukwu, Amaka. 2022. “Urban Social Hauntings:
Disappearing Gravestone Murals in Gentrifying
Brooklyn.” Environment and Planning D: Society and
Space 40(1): 138-157. https://
doi.org/10.1177/02637758211059539&nbsp;
Oselin, Sharon S. and Katie Hail-Jares. 2021. “It’s
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Not Just Sex: Relational Dynamics between Street
-Based Sex Workers and Their Regular Customers.” Work, Employment and Society. https://
journals.sagepub.com/
doi/10.1177/09500170211021723
Phillips, Lora A., Patricia Solís, Chuyuan Wang,
Katsiaryna Varfalameyeva, and Janice Burnett.
2021. “Engaged Convergence Research: An Exploratory Approach to Heat Resilience in Mobile
Homes.” The Professional Geographer 73(4):619631. DOI:
10.1080/00330124.2021.1924805.
Reosti, Anna and Allison Suppan Helmuth. 2021.
“The Impact of COVID-19 on Small Rental Property Management: Insights from a Chicago Case
Study.” American Bar Foundation and the Housing Crisis Research Collaborative.http://
www.americanbarfoundation.org/
publications/9271
Rugh, Jacob S. 2021. “From Crisis to Progress:
Housing and Latino Youth since 2000.” The ANNALS of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science 696(1): 46–78. https://
journals.sagepub.com/doi/
full/10.1177/00027162211041364
Small, Mario L., Armin Akhavan, Mo Torres, and Qi
Wang. 2021. “Banks, Alternative Institutions and
the Spatial-Temporal Ecology of Racial Inequality
in US Cities.” Nature Human Behavior 5:16221628. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562021-01153-1
Torres, Stacy. 2021. “My Sister Survived the Pandemic in a Nursing Home. How Will She Fare in a
Climate Disaster?” USA Today. https://
sports.yahoo.com/sister-survived-pandemicnursing-home-110237384.html
Tuttle, Steven. 2021. “Place Attachment and Alienation from Place: Cultural Displacement in
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Gentrifying Ethnic Enclaves.” Critical Sociology. https://
doi.org/10.1177/08969205211029363
Tuttle, Steven. 2022. “Towards a Theory of the Racialization of Space.” American Behavioral Scientist. Online First. DOI:
10.1177/00027642211066051
Velitchkova, Ana. 2021. “Rationalization of Belonging: Transnational Community Endurance.” International Sociology 36(3): 419–
438. https://journals.sagepub.com/
doi/10.1177/0268580920962005
Valle, Melissa M. 2021. “Globalizing the Sociology of
Gentrification.” City & Community 20(1):59-70.
doi:10.1111/cico.12507
Valle, Melissa M. 2022. “Aping Blackness: Reading
and evaluating racialized images in Cartagena, Colombia.” Sociology of Race and Ethnicity 8(1): 176–
196. https://
doi.org/10.1177/23326492211057827
Walton, Emily. 2021. “Habits of Whiteness: How Racial Domination Persists in Multiethnic Neighborhoods.” Sociology of Race and Ethnicity 7(1):7185. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/
soc4.12930
Walton, Emily. 2021. “A Culture of Whiteness: How
Integration Failed in Cities, Suburbs, and Small
Towns.” Sociology Compass 15(11):e12930.
Williams, Seth A. and John R. Hipp. 2022. “The
Shape of Neighborhoods to Come: Examining Patterns of Gentrification and Holistic Neighborhood
Change in Los Angeles County, 1980–
2010.” Environment and Planning A: Economy and
Space 54(2): 265-294. doi:
10.1177/0308518×211053642
Zinda, John Aloysius, James Zhang, Lindy B. Williams,
David L. Kay, Sarah M. Alexander, and Libby
Zemaitis. 2022. “Different Hazards, Different Responses: Assessments of Flooding and COVID-19

Risks among Upstate New York Residents.” Socius 8:23780231211069216. doi:
10.1177/23780231211069215
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Angelo, Hillary. 2021. How Green Became Good: Urbanized Nature and the Making of Cities
and Citizens. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.
https://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/H/bo61910401.html
Bennett, Pamela R., Amy Lutz, and Lakshmi Jayaram. 2021. Parenting in Privilege or Peril: How
Social Inequality Enables or Derails the American Dream. New York: Teachers College Press.
https://www.tcpress.com/parenting-in-privilege-or-peril-9780807766019

Fu, Albert S. 2022. Risky Cities: The Physical and Fiscal Nature of Disaster Capitalism. New
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press.
https://www.rutgersuniversitypress.org/risky-cities/9781978820302
Herbert, Claire. 2021. A Detroit Story: Urban Decline and the Rise of Property Informality. Oakland, CA: University of California Press.
https://www.ucpress.edu/book/9780520340084/a-detroit-story
Horikawa, Saburo. 2021. Why Place Matters: A Sociological Study of the Historic Preservation
Movement in Otaru, Japan, 1965–2017. Cham, Switzerland: Springer.
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-71600-4
Gordon, Hava. 2021. This is Our School! Race and Community Resistance to School Reform.
New York: NYU Press.
https://nyupress.org/9781479890057/this-is-our-school/
Kolb, Kenneth H. 2022. Retail Inequality: Reframing the Food Desert Debate. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press.
www.retailinequality.com
Levenson, Zachary. 2022. Delivery as Dispossession: Land Occupation and Eviction in the PostApartheid City. Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press.
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/delivery-as-dispossession-9780197629253
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Levine, Jeremy R. 2021. Constructing Community: Urban Governance, Development, and
Inequality in Boston. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691193649/constructing-community
Lyon, Dawn (ed.) 2022. Rhythmanalysis: Place, Mobility, Disruption, and Performance.
(Research in Urban Sociology, Volume 17, Ray Hutchison, Series Editor). Bingley, UK: Emerald Press.
https://www.emerald.com/insight/publication/doi/10.1108/S1047-0042202217
Moussawi, Ghassan. 2020. Disruptive Situations: Fractal Orientalism and Queer Strategies
in Beirut. Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press.
http://tupress.temple.edu/book/20000000009954
Raudenbush, Danielle. 2020. Health Care Off the Books: Poverty, Illness and Strategies for
Survival in Urban America. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press.
https://www.ucpress.edu/book/9780520305625/health-care-off-the-books
Stone, Amy L. 2022. Queer Carnival: Festivals and Mardi Gras in the South. New York: NYU
Press.
https://nyupress.org/9781479801985/queer-carnival/
Warren, Mark R. 2021. Willful Defiance: The Movement to Dismantle the School-to-Prison
Pipeline. New York: Oxford University Press.
http://peoplesthinktank.us/willful-defiance/

